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AVANTI SLINGSHOT® AND
HP PRINTOS: CONTROL THE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION
PROCESS

INTEGRATION WITH HP PRINTOS
Avanti Slingshot®’s open and modular platform and HP’s PrintOS APIs create a seamless
system that collects information about the jobs running through your shop. You can use
the detailed and accurate data to automatically calculate the actual costs of producing
any job. When you compare those costs to the initial estimate generated in Slingshot®
you will capture the exact profitability of any job with an accuracy that’s never been seen.

About HP PrintOS
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support HP PrintOS Jobs app and for any JDF-enabled machines that are already in place.
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BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
With the combined power of HP PrintOS and Avanti Slingshot® Print MIS you’ll experience a completely automated closed-loop
business management system that maximizes your resources. You’ll be able to drive more jobs through your shop in less time, with
fewer people, while improving overall service levels.

Calculate Job Profit
• Capture near real-time workload status and production information from any job, including
substrates used, impressions printed, number of print attempts, and overall job processing times.

Operational Improvements
• Increase job speed, quality, and consistency by linking together print-specific applications
• Clearly track the status of every print job through every stage of production
• Reduce costs and errors by eliminating manual entry of job production details and application
hand-offs

Improved Service Levels
• Automatically update customers on job status and eliminate manual, time-consuming phone calls
and emails

At Avanti, our goal is to help you deliver more jobs, in less time, with the confidence
in knowing that every aspect of your shop is integrated into one powerful platform.
Award-winning, JDF-certified Avanti Slingshot® allows for the sophistication required
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by today’s Print and Mail shops. The platform is also able to manage multiple lines of
business, handle large/grand format, fulfillment, as well as digital and offset print.
Connect islands of automation, eliminate breakpoints in your workflow, and get
the information you want – when you want it, and where you want it – easily, with
Avanti Slingshot®.
From order entry through to production and billing, Avanti Slingshot® enables you to
work more efficiently, control your costs and move more jobs through the shop
with ease.
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